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A Methodology for Integration
of Heterogeneous Databases

M. P. Reddy, Member, IEEE, B. E. Prasad, Member, IEEE, P. G. Reddy, and Amar Gupta, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract-The transformation of existing local databases to
meet diverse application needs at the global level is performed
through a four-layered procedure that stresses total schema
integration and virtual integration of local databases. The pro-
posed methodology covers both schema integration and database
integration, and uses a four-layered schema architecture (local
schemata, local object schemata, global shema, and global view
schemata) with each layer presenting an integrated view of
the concepts that characterize the layer below. Mechanisms
for accomplishing this objective are presented in theoretical
terms, along with a running example. Object equivalence classes,
property equivalence classes, and other related concepts are
discussed in the context of logical integration of heterogeneous
schemata, while object instance equivalence classes and property
instance equivalence classes, and other related concepts are dis-
cussed for data integration purposes. The proposed methodology
resolves naming conflicts, scaling conflicts, type conflicts, and
level of abstraction, and other types of conflicts during schema
integration, and data inconsistencies during data integration.

Index Terms-Heterogeneous databases, integrated databases,
schema integration, semantic incompatibilities.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE problem of integrating disparate information systems
has been investigated by a number of researchers

[1]-[17], and examples of prototypes include MULTIBASE
[18], [19], MERMAID [20]-[22], ADDS [23], PRECI
[24]-[27], IMDAS [28], [29], NDS [30], MRDSM [31]-[34],
IISS [35], and CALIDA [36]-[38]. The merits and demerits
of different approaches were investigated in [391 and
classified into three broad categories--total integration, partial
integration, and interoperability. The subject of heterogeneous
distributed database management systems (HDDBMS) has
been discussed in [40]-[42].

This paper describes a systematic procedure for virtual
integration of component databases; as compared to existing
procedures, this procedure lays greater stress on resolving
semantic incompatibilities among the component database
schemata and data inconsistencies among data in the local
databases. This methodology uses a four-layered schema archi-
tecture: local schemata, local object schemata, global schema,
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and global view schemata as shown in Fig. 1. Each layer
presents an integrated view of the concepts that characterize
the layer below.

The design methodology of each one of the four layers
is discussed in the following four sections of the paper
respectively. Section II focuses on local schemata and in-
cludes a discussion of incompatibilities that cause difficulty in
integrating heterogeneous databases. Section III concentrates
on local object schemata and formal notation needed for
integration purposes. Section IV delineates one mechanism
[431, [44] to integrate local object schemata to construct a
global schema. Section V relates to the definition of views
of the global schema. A procedure to construct instances of
the objects in the global schema is presented in Section VI,
while conclusions are presented in the last section of this
paper.

II. LOCAL SCHEMA

The bottom layer consists of a set of local schemata. Each
local schema can be denoted by Di, where 'i' identifies the
database. These schemata provide a description of the data
stored in their respective data models. The stored data can
be retrieved only by using their respective query languages.
Structural and semantic incompatibilities occur in the com-
ponent databases due to dissimilar perceptions of the same
reality by different individuals, dissimilar data modeling skills
of designers of various schemata, and differences in semantic
richness of data models used in these schema definitions.
In any decentralized environment, identification of common
concepts is difficult because they frequently carry neither a
common name nor a similar structure. The direct integration
of a given set of local schema is difficult because of various
kinds of semantic incompatibilities and data inconsistencies
described in the following subsections.

A. Semantic Incompatibilities

Naming Conflicts: In any data model, the schemata
incorporate names for various entities/objects represented
by them. Since these schemata are designed indepen-
dently, the designer of each schema uses his or her own
vocabulary to name these objects. Objects in different
schemata representing the same real world concept may
contain dissimilar names [1], [21, [141, [451, [71, [4]
resulting in problems of two types:
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Fig. 1. Schema architectures of a four-layered HDDBMS.

- Homonyms: This inconsistency arises when the
same name is used for two different concepts. For
example, 'SALARY' may mean weekly salary in
one database, and monthly salary in another.

- Synonyms: This type of naming conflict arises
when the same concept is identified by two or
more names. For example, the term 'DOMESTIC-
CUSTOMER' in one database may refer to the
same concept as the term 'BUYERS' in another
database.

Note that homonyms and synonyms can only be detected
by external specification.
Type Conflicts: These conflicts arise when the same
concept is represented by different coding constructs in
different schemata [1]. For example, an object may be
represented as an entity in one schema and as an attribute
in another schema.
Key Conflicts: Different keys may be assigned to the
same concept in different schemata [15], [46]. For exam-
ple, ss# and EMP-ID may be keys for employees in two
component schemata.

* Behavioral Conflicts: These conflicts arise when dif-
ferent insertion/deletion policies are associated with the
same class of objects in different schemata [151. For
example, in one database, the relation DEPT may exist
without having any employee records being associated
with it, where as in another database, the deletion of the
last employee record may also delete the relation DEPT
from the database.

* Missing Data: Different attributes may be defined for the
same concept in different schemata [47]. For example,
EMPI(SSN, NAME, AGE) and EMP2(SSN, NAME,
ADDRESS) may represent the same concept in two
database schemata. Attribute 'AGE' is missing in EMP2,
and attribute 'ADDRESS' is missing in EMPI.

* Levels of Abstraction: This incompatibility is encoun-
tered when information about an entity is stored at
dissimilar levels of detail in two databases [ 131. For exam-
ple, 'LABOR-COST' and 'MATERIAL-COST' may be
stored separately in one database and combined together
as 'TOTAL-COST' in a second database.

* Identification of Related Concepts: For concepts in the
component schemata that are not the same but are related,
one needs to discover all the inter-schema properties that
relate to them. For example, two entities belonging to two
different databases may not be equivalent but one entity
may be a generalization of the other entity.

* Scaling Conflicts: This incompatibility arises when the
same attribute of an entity is stored in dissimilar units
in different databases [141. For example, the attribute
'LENGTH' of an entity may be stored in terms of
centimeters in one database and as inches in another
database.

B. Quantitative Data Incompatibilities

Data retrieved from two local databases for the same logical
data item may be incompatible for the following reasons:

* Different Levels of Accuracy: Different databases may
be storing an attribute at dissimilar levels of accuracy.
For example, one database may contain the weight of a
particular part up to an accuracy of a milligram, whereas
another database may specify accuracy only up to a gram
[43].

* Asyncronous Updates: Since each database is managed
independently, all databases may not update the value
simultaneously [481.

* Lack of Security: Due to lack of information security
at component databases, unauthorized users may have
changed the data [491.

A local schema contains various relations that exist between
the entities/concepts described in that schema. But the design
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of an integrated schema requires relations among the enti-
ties of different database schemata. The types of semantic
incompatibilities described in this section cause difficulty in
establishing relations among the entities of different database
schemata.

To mitigate these semantic incompatibilities, it is necessary
to collect semantic knowledge regarding all the entities present
in the component databases. The local schemata and the data-
dictionaries alone cannot provide all the semantics of an entity
because some of the semantics could be in default or implicit
form. In order to overcome this problem, the global schema
designer is required to collect the information missing in
the local database's data-dictionary from the corresponding
database administrator. This knowledge needs to be explicitly
stored so that it can be utilized during the integration of these
databases. The process of acquisition and representation of
the semantic knowledge for a given schema is described in
the next section.

III. MODELING OF LOCAL OBJECT SCHEMA

In this section, local schemata are analyzed and parameters
useful for integration are derived. All these parameters are
explicitly stored in the form of local object schema.

There are three motivations for designing a local object
schema: first, to achieve data model homogeneity among the
component database schemata [50]; second, to present clear
and logical views of entities present in the local schemata;
and third, to store all the semantic knowledge gathered about
the object in the local schema. These issues are elaborated in
the following paragraphs.

To facilitate the identification of equivalent entities in dif-
ferent database schemata, the schemata must first be translated
into a single data model for comparison purposes. The primary
objectives for constructing local object schema are to achieve
data model homogeneity by transforming local schemata ex-
pressed in different data models into a single data model
and to achieve uniformity in the modeling constructs. The
construction of a global schema is easier if all the local
schemata pertain to the same data model.

The secondary goal is to present a clear logical view of the
entities in the local schema. In a local schema, information
pertinent to an entity may be scattered over more than one
data structure1 for various reasons. In order to obtain a clear
perception of the entity, one wishes to view all the information
available for that entity as a single unit (i.e., to have an
integrated view of the entity irrespective of its distribution
in the local schema).

A local object schema is also meant to explicitly represent
all underlying assumptions in the corresponding local schema.
For example, each user of a particular database may be aware
that the value returned by the property EMP-SAL of an
entity EMP is the monthly salary paid in dollars, even though
the currency is not explicitly represented in the database
schema. Assumptions underlying a particular local schema

'In a relational model sense, over more than one relation.

can be explicitly stored in the corresponding local object
schema.

As such, for any given local component database schema
Di, its corresponding local object schema ODi needs to be
constructed. The creation of ODi involves the derivation
of four parameters, namely, Si, i"', SKi and MKi fronm
the corresponding local schema. The set Si contains distinct
object types together with their properties in ODi and the
matrix p"i specifies relations among the object types in Si.
The parameter SKi denotes the semantic knowledge gathered
for the local object schema. MIKi incorporates the mapping
knowledge that is necessary to construct instances of the
objects in Si from the data stored under Di. A local object
schema ODi can therefore be written as a quadruple, OD 
{Si, spi, SKi, MKi}. These concepts are explained further in
the following subsections.

A. Object Types in Local Object Schema (Si)

An object in a local object schema is any distinguishable
entity whose description is available in the local schema Di. In
other words, all the information pertaining to an entity which is
scattered among various data structures in the local database
schema is represented by a single object in the local object
schema.

A database object is denoted by Or, where I is a unique
object identifier; I is a pair, say (i.o), where the first index 'i'
gives the schema identification and second index 'o' gives the
object identification within the schema. For example, if the
object EMP is denoted by 01.1, it means that the object EMP
belongs to the database schema OD1, and its identification in
that schema is '1.'

The first parameter Si in the definition of local object
schema ODi is defined as all distinct object types whose
description is available in the local database schema Di. For
example, if the database schema D1 provides the description
of three objects namely, EMP, FACULTY, DEPT, then Si
can be written as

S1 = {EMP, FACULTY, DEPFT}

= {O1.1, O1.2, O1.3

Similarly, objects in D2 and D 3 can be written as follows:

S2 = {EMPLOYEE, VISITING-PROF, PROFESSOR}

= {02.1,02.2, 02.3}

S3 = {TEMPORARY-STAFF, V-PROF, DIVISION}

= {03.1,03.2, 03.3}.

Each object has a set of properties associated with it. A
property of an object is denoted by Pk where 'k' is a unique
property identifier; k is a pair l.pi where I is its object identifier
and pi is the property identifier with respect to the object 01.
The property set associated with the object 01 is denoted by
PSo,. The object Ot is characterized by its properties. This
characterization is denoted by Oi X PSo,. For example, one
can write
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01.1 * {EMP-ID, EMP-SAL, DEPT-NAME}

{Pl.1.1, Pl.l.2, P1. 1.3 }.
Similarly, 2 and 3 for database schemata OD2 and OD 3
are shown below.

This provides the method for the derivation of the Si com-
ponent of the local object schema definition. The procedure
for representing relations among the objects in Si is presented
in the next subsection.

B. Relations Among Objects of a Local Object Schema (i)

Various relations among the objects of Si are captured
through the matrix Vi. This matrix is intended to be generated
by the local database administrator based solely on his/her
local database without knowledge of any details about the
other database schemata that are planned to be integrated
during the definition of the relation matrix. -

Given two objects 01 and Ok, the relationship among the
sets of their instances can be classified into the following:

Category-I: equivalence relation.
Category-II: super class-subclass relation.
Category-III: overlapping relation.
Category-IV: disjoint relation.

In a single database schema, object equivalence cannot exist
since a database schema represents a non-redundant view of
the object types. As such, only relations in other categories
need to be captured.

Each element in the matrix Ai is a tuple (a, 6). Given
0r, Ok E Si, the relationship among these two objects is given
by 't,k of the matrix bi. An element '1t,k of matrix i is
defined as follows:

· Subclass-Super class Relation

'tk a = 1 if 01 has a subclass relation with Ok
= 0 otherwise.

In the example, consider the object schema OD1 . Each
faculty member is an employee. As such, FACULTY has
a subclass relation with EMP, which is represented as
OFACULTY,EMP = 1.

* Disjoint or Overlap Relation

l,k · 6 = 1 if 01 is disjoint with Ok.

= 0 if 01 overlaps with Ok.

For example, EMP and DEPT are disjoint, that is, bEMP,DEPT-
6 = 1.

The relation matrix ¢i for the local object schema ODi is
constructed as follows:

Vb= U Olk-
Ot,Ok ESi

The relationship matrix 1 constructed from the database
schema OD1 is shown below.

01.1

o1.1 / (1, 0)
1= 01.2 (1,0)

1.3 (0, l)013( 

01.2

(0,0)
(1,0)

(0,1)

01.3

(0,1)
(0,1)
(1,0).

02.1
¢)2 = 02.2

02.3

03.1

3= 03.2

03.3

02.1 02.2

(1,0) (0.0)

(1.0) (1,0)

(1.0) (0.0)

03.1 03.2

(1.0) (0, 0)

(1,0) (1,0)

(0,1) (0,1)

In this manner Pi can be constructed
schema definition.

02.3

(0, 0)\

(1,0)

(1,0>

03.3

(0.0) \

(0,1) I

(1,0)./

for any local object

C. Semantic Knowledge About Objects in
Local Object Schema SKi

The third parameter SKi requires semantic knowledge
pertinent to each property of each object belonging to ODi.
This semantic knowledge relating to each property is captured
through its set of meta-properties and their corresponding
meta-values defined in the following paragraphs.

Meta-properties are the parameters necessary to provide
a semantic meaning (without any ambiguity) to the sym-
bols/values associated with the property of an oject. For
example, PERIODICITY-OF-PAY and CURRENCY are some
of the meta-properties of the property EMP-SAL.

Let Mk denote the 'i'th meta-property of the property Pk.
Let MPk denote the set of meta-properties associated with the
property Pk and IMPk I denote the number of meta-properties
associated with Pk. For each meta-property, there is a set
of legal values associated with it. For example, DOLLAR,
RUPEE, and POUND are some of the legal values of the
property CURRENCY; similarly WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and
YEARLY are some of the legal values of the meta-property
PERIODICITY-OF-PAY.

Define Mk(Pk) = Vki if Vk is the meta-value of the property
Pk associated with the meta-property Mk. For any value of
k, the semantic equation of the property Pk denoted by SEpk
is defined as follows:

SEp, = ({INSTi(Pk)Ii, (M*, Vk),(M2, Vk),

MIMPk I vMPk I)C}}

where {INSTi(Pk)}i is the set of values explicitly stored in

the database as data, V, V2, , are the meta values

of the meta properties Ml, M 2,..., MI M P I respectively, and
Ck represents the constraints pertinent to the property Pk such
as its range, legal values, and deletion/insertion permissions.
These values are implicitly stored in the database as meta-data.

L
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We define the semantic equation for an object 01, which is
denoted by SEot as follows:

SEo, = {SEpk IPk E PSo, }.

The above equation can be rearranged and written as

SEo, = {{INST,(O)}i, {{(M .Vk),(M k,V ),... 

w r Nk S T (Ok = C k } a

where INSTi(O) = INSTi(Pk)lPk E PSo, and further
INSTi(Pk) can be derived from INSTi(-Ot) as follows:

INSTi(Pk) = Pk(INSTi(O0)).

The first parameter in the eqution for SEo, represents the
aggregation of all its instances, and the second parameter gives
the aggregation of meta-data of all its properties. The semantic
knowledge SKi of any local object schema can be derived
using the equation:

SKi = {SEo, 1O E Si}

Finally, the last parameter in the definition of a local ob-
ject schema can be derived as described in the following
subsection.

D. Mapping Knowledge (MKi)

Let MKo, represent the mapping knowledge, which pro-
vides details about how 01 is mapped to the data structures
in the local schema. A specific procedure for the derivation
of MKo, is not presented in this paper since it varies for
each local data model. One procedure is described in [50].
The mapping knowledge MKi is defined as

MKi = {MKo, JO1 E Si}.

Note that the local object schema can be generated indepen-
dently without considering any idiosyncrasies of the remaining
component database schemata of the global schema. From a
given set of local schemata, a global schema can be constructed
as described in the next section.

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF GLOBAL SCHEMA

The derivation of the global schema, DG, involves the
derivation of four parameters, namely, SGt, IG SKG and
MKG from their corresponding parameters in the local object
schemata considered for integration. We describe the process
for their derivations in the following subsections. In this paper,

we denote objects and their properties in the global schema
with bold type face letters, whereas objects and properties of
a local object schema are denoted in normal type.

A. Object Types in Global Schema

Let U be the set of local object schemata considered for
integration. The complete set of object types, denoted by CSO,
is given by

CSO= U Sd
ODdEU

For the database schemata OD1, OD 2, and OD 3, the complete
set of objects is given by

CSO = {EMP, FACULTY, DEPT, EMPLOYEE, VISITING-

PROF, PROFESSOR, TEMPORARY-STAFF,

V-PROF, DIVISION}

= {1.1, 01.2,01.3, 02.1,02.2 02.3, 03.1,03.2, 03.3}.

The set of object types in the global schema SG is con-
structed from the objects of CSO. As each Sd represents a set
of objects from an independent database schema, there exists
the possibility of having object type redundancy in CSO. As
DG is also supposed to provide a non-redundant view of the
world of discourse, SG is expected to contain non-redundant
object types. Hence, all redundant object types in CSO need
to be identified.

To identify object type redundancy, two object types cannot
be compared directly, because each schema is usually designed
and managed independently of others, causing various kinds
of heterogeneity and data incompleteness problems. Given
two objects belonging to two different schemata, neither
their names nor their structures can be compared directly to
determine whether they are equivalent or not. The concept of
object-identity [51 ] has been proposed to establish equivalence
among different versions of the same object in the context
of object-oriented databases; however, such techniques are
not useful since our attempt is to integrate data belonging to
different databases, mostly from traditional databases, where
the concept of object identity is not defined.

The notion of real world states (RWS's) [52], [6] of objects,
that is, the scope of the real world they are designed to
reflect in the database, is used to compare two objects. When
two objects A and B in two different databases actually
represent the same sets of instances of the same real world
entity, they are deemed to possess the same real world states
i.e., RWS(A) = RWS(B). However, instances of A need not
provide the same information as the corresponding instances
of B. For example, two objects, EMP(EMP-ID, EMP-SAL,
EMP-DEPT) and EMPLOYEE (E-ID, E-SAL, DIV-NAME,
E-RANK), belonging to two different databases and providing
information about the same set of employees contain dissimilar
properties. Even when the property sets are the same, some
instances may be missing for one of the objects. This makes it
difficult to mechanize the identification of equivalence among
objects in different schemata. Tools [531, [541, [81 developed to
aid the designer in judging object equivalence can suggest the

r
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possibility of equivalence, but only the designer can establish
the equivalences by introducing external knowledge about the

In our example, since EMP and EMPLOYEE are compo-
nents of EMPLOYEE,

world of discourse.
Using the above comparison criterion, an equivalence rela-

tion '' on CSO is defined as follows: = RWS(EMPLOYEE).
For any two objects Or, Ok E CSO, Ot- Ok if andFor any two objects 01, Ok E CSO, 01 Ok if and While all objects in SG can be derived directly, the deriva-

only if RWS(Ol) = RWS(Ok). Note that the equivalence on cn b is(dOk the valc tion of properties of a global object requires knowledge about
relation can be established among Ot and Ok by the globalrelation. ca eetbihe mn 1adOkthe relationships among global objects. A mechanism to derive
schema designer utilizing external knowledge about the world relationships among global objects is presented in the next
of discourse even when 01 and Ok have different property sets relatinsh among global objects is presented i h

or . have. different sets ofsubsection, and the procedure to derive properties of a global
or have different sets of instances associated with them. object is presented in Section IV-C.

Suppose object equivalence assertions made on the objects
of CSO are as follows:

RWS(EMP) = RWS(EMPLOYEE), B. Derivation of Relations Among Objects in Global Schema
RWS(EMP) = RWS(EMPLOYEE),
RWS(FACULTY) = RWS(FACULTY), In our endeavor to create the integrated database schema
RWS(DEPT) = (DIVISION), DG, the set of global object types SG was constructed. One
RWS(VISITING-PROF) = RWS(V-PROF), and now needs to determine the relationships among these objects,
RWS(TEMPORARY-STAFF) = RWS(TEMPORARY-STAFF. h at is, the relationship matrix JpG needs to be constructed. The
Using these relationships, one can decompose the set CSO matrix OG is constructed partially in an automatic way from

into disjoint equivalence classes. The resultant set is denoted the existing set of relationship matrices and partially through
by CSOE. For any 01 belonging to CSO, the equivalence class interaction with the designer as described in the following
to which 01 belongs is denoted by [O]. subsections.

I) Automatic Derivation of Relations among Global Object

[01l = {Ok Ok E CSO and Ok 0l } Types: For automatic derivation of relations among the global
ocNn - frn.lan. cnl object types, the sum of two O's is defined as follows:

Accordingly, the following equivalence classes apply:
[EMP] = {EMP, EMPLOYEE},
[FACULTY] = {FACULTY},
[DEPT] = {DEPT, DIVISION},
[PROFESSOR] = {PROFESSOR},
[VISITING-PROF] = {VISITING-PROF, V-PROF}, and
[TEMPORARY-STAFF] = {TEMPORARY-STAFF}.
As mentioned earlier, each object equivalence class in

CSOE provides the set of equivalent object types in CSO.
As such, all objects in one object equivalence class need to
be integrated to obtain a single global object type. Hence,
one global object type OL needs to be constructed from each
object equivalence class [01] belonging to CSOE. The number
of object types in SG is therefore equal to the number of
equivalence classes present in CSOE. In this manner, one can
obtain the set SG with non-redundant object types.

If EMPLOYEE, FACULTY, DEPT, PROFESSOR,
VISITING-PROFESSOR, and TEMPORARY-STAFF are
the global objects derived from the object equivalence classes
[EMPI, [FACULTY], [DEPT], [PROFESSOR], [VISITING-
PROF], and [TEMPORARY-STAFF] respectively, the global
object types are as follows:

SG = {EMPLOYEE, FACULTY, DEPT, PROFESSOR,
VISITING-PROFESSOR, TEMPORARY-STAFF}

= {01,02, 03s, 04, 05, Oe}.

The local object Ok E [01] from which the global object OL
is constructed is said to be a component of OL. This relation

is symbolically denoted by Ok E OL. Note that the real world

state of OL is that of any (hence all) Ok E OL.

?PI,k + Orbm,n = (,k a + 'm,n - a, 1lk 6 + ·'m,n 6).

If 01 and Ok belong to the same schema, say ODi, then
the values of ?1k · a and 'lk 6 can be obtained from the
relationship matrix i . If 01 and Ok belong to different
schemata, then the values of 01,k oa and t,k - 6 are set to
oc (unknown). The summation rules used while constructing
VbG for the global objects are given by the matrix S. An
element S(lPI,k a, m,,n a) in this matrix gives the value
of lt),k r + VPm, · a.

1 0 00

1 1 Conflict 1

0 o 1 0 0s
The result of the summation is a 'Conflict' in two cases; either
one of the local object schema is inconsistent or the inter-
schema object equivalence classes contain a fault. As such
these two aspects will need to be investigated whenever such
conflicts arise. The same summation rules apply for computing
1,k · 6 + ,m · 6.

Since the relationships between the objects of SG are
unknown initially, set V,K = (00, 00) for all OL, OK E Sc.

The relationships between the objects of SG are derived
using the relationship matrices of the local schemata.

aL,K = FLK + E
010,kO

925
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EMPLOYEE TEMPORARY-STAFF
(O1) ( 6)

DEPT
(0 3 )

PROFESSOR FACULTY VISITING-PROFESSOR
(04) (02 ) (%0)

Fig. 2. Automatically derived subclass relations among global objects.

2) Interactive Specification of Missing Relationships in G.

Relationships between the objects of S which cannot be
derived through the automatic process need to be established
through interaction with the designer.

If C/G K = (. X), then the relationships between the
objects OL and OK are unknown. The designer can establish
these relations by comparing their real world states. For exam-
ple, the designer may specify that the object PROFESSOR
has a subclass relation with the object FACULTY; as such
04,2 = (1. 0). The complete relationship matrix G for
the global objects derived in our example is shown in the
following matrix:

TEMPORARY-STAFF
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Fig. 3. Subclass relations among global objects.

The relationship matrix COG for the global objects derived
in the previous section from the local object schemata OD1,
OD2, and OD3 is shown at the bottom of the page. Sub-
class relations among the global object types derived during
the above process are shown in Fig. 2. The arrow from
PROFESSOR to EMPLOYEE represents the fact that
the former object is a subclass of the latter object. For
simplicity, overlap and disjoint relations among the objects
are not shown in this figure.

The relationship matrix JIG constructed using the above
suggested procedure cannot provide all the relations existing
among the global object types. If two global objects OL and
OK do not have any of their components together in a single
database schema, then the relations between OL and OK
cannot be determined from od's. Such missing relations in ?pG
need to be established. A procedure to establish such missing
relations is described in the next subsubsection.
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The above relationships are shown in Fig. 3. In general,
there may be some inconsistencies among the relations derived
among global objects. The identification of such inconsisten-
cies is discussed in the next subsubsection.

3) Checking Consistency of Global Schema: The derived
relationships are subjected to consistency checks discussed in
[55] and the tests are as follows:

I) If 'GK .a = 1 and bLK 6 = 1 or GK,L 6 = 1,
(i.e., OL is a subclass of OK and OL is disjoint with
OK), then the relation LK is inconsistent. If OL
is a subclass of OK, then RWS(OL) C RWS(OK)
whereas if OL is disjoint with OK, then RWS(OL) n
RWS(OK) = 0, and these two conditions cannot be
satisfied simultaneously. As such, a schema having such
relations is inconsistent.

2) If 01G,,L . L = = La L,L+l =

L+,L .o' = 1, then the schema is inconsistent. Cycles
in subclass relations should not exist. If such cycles
exist, then OL1. OL2..- , O L,+ are all identical and
should be merged into a single object.

The above inconsistency may arise because of two reasons:
there may be a mistake in inter-schema object equivalence
assertions or one of the component schema may be inconsis-
tent. All inconsistencies must be analyzed either by looking
at relations between local schema objects or by looking at
previous equivalence assertions. The relations among global
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02 (1,0) (1,0) (0, 1) (c, X) (X, ) (c , C)

G = 3 (0, 1) (0, 1) (1,0) (oc, X) (O, 1) (0. 1)
-04 (1,0) (0o, o) (c, cX ) (1,0) (0, 0) (c, cc)

05 (1,0) (c, oc) (0.1) (c, ,) (1. 0) (1,0)
06 (oo, x) (oo, x (O, ) (0, c) (0, 0) (1,0)
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objects derived in this subsection are used to derive properties
of a global object. A mechanism to derive properties of a
global object is presented in the next subsection.

C. Derivation of Properties of Objects in Global Schema

In Section IV-A, object types in the global schema were
identified, but properties of these objects were not derived.
In this subsection, a procedure to derive the properties of an
object is presented, after defining relevant terms.

eProperty Equivalence: Determining if two properties of
two objects are equivalent is as difficult as determining if
two objects are equivalent. Two properties are defined to
be equivalent if they describe the same characteristic of the
corresponding real world concept. If Pk is equivalent to Pk',
then it is denoted by Pk : Pk'. The set of all properties
equivalent to Pk, is denoted by [Pk,]. Considering the proper-
ties of two objects EMP and FACULTY, and knowing that
EMP-SAL is equivalent to FAC-PAY, we can denote this
fact by EMP-SAL FAC-PAY. As such [EMP-SAL] =
{EMP-SAL, FAC-PAY}.

In general, one can consider equivalence among the set of
equivalence classes as well. If Pz E [P,] and Py E [Py]
are equivalent as properties, then [P,] is equivalent to [Py]
and is expressed by [Pj] , [Py]. Note that [Pa] U [Py] is
an equivalence class. Occasionally, a set of 'n' properties
Pk,. ·. , Pk,n of an object is equivalent to set of 'm' properties
Pt, ... , Pt, of another object, and this fact can be denoted
by {Pk, , Pk, ) - {Pl e ' P m }. This type of incompat-
ibility is caused by dissimilar abstractions. For example, the
property EMP-SAL of the object EMP is equivalent to the
combination of the two properties WORKING-HOURS and
WAGES of the object TEMPORARY-STAFF.

One notices from the above definition of property equiva-
lence that a property of an object can be equivalent to the set of
all properties of another object put together. In other words, a
single property of an object can be equivalent to another object,
which means that a particular concept has been modelled as a
property in one schema and as an object in another schema.
This type of incompatibility is termed type incompatibility,
and can be handled with this model.

With the above definition of property equivalence, proper-
ties of an object type can be classified into two categories: own
properties versus acquired/inherited properties. The properties
of OL that are derived from its component objects are called
own-properties of OL. The global object OL is partially
constructed by integrating its components. In other words, its
own properties are constructed by integrating the properties of
all its components.

Apart from its own properties, each object acquires a set
of properties from objects having a superclass relation with
the object through inheritance. Such properties are called
acquired/inherited properties.

I) Own Properties of Global Object Type: Let Oj and Or,
be two objects. Let PSo, and PSot, be the set of properties
associated with objects 01 and Or, respectively. The operator

U on PSo, and PSo,, pertinent to global property derivation

can be defined as follows:

[P.] = {PyIP, E (PSo u PSo, )

such thatP, Py}

PSoUPSo, = {[P] IP. E (PSo, UPSo, }.

From the above definition, one can see that u is a binary
operator which computes the union of its operandi (two
property sets) and decomposes this union into a set of property

equivalence classes. The application on two property
sets PSEMP = {EMP-ID, EMP-SAL, DEPT-NAME} and
PSENIPLOYEE = {E-ID, E-SAL, DIV-NAME, E-RANK}
will result in

PSEMPUPSEMPLOYEE

= {{EMP-ID,E-ID}, EMP-SAL, E-SAL},

{E-RANK}, {DEPT-NAME, DIV-NAME}}.

Let OPSo, be the own property set of the object OL. Here,
OL is characterized with its own properties (properties derived
from its own component objects), and let

OPSOL = U, oLPS 0 1o,

Then OPSEMPLOYEE = {{EMP-ID, E-ID}, {E-SAL}.
{E-RANK},

(DEPT-NAME, DIV-NAME}. 

From each property equivalence class in OPSOL, one prop-
erty for the global object OL can be derived. Let Px be the
global property derived from the property equivalence class
[P,]. This relationship is denoted by Px x [P,]. Assume
that the global properties derived from respective equivalence
classes are as follows:

EMP-ID {(EMP-ID, E-ID},

EMP-SAL = {EMP-SAL, E-SAL},

DEFT-NAME {(DEPT-NAME, DIV-NAME},

EMP-RANK z {E-RANK}.

The set of own properties of a global object is given by
the expression

OPSOL = {PxlPx t [Pp,] and [P] E OPSOL}

and own properties of global object EMPLOYEE are given by

OPSEMPLOYEE

= {EMP-ID, EMP-SAL, EMP-RANK, EMP-DEPT}.

Each own property of a global object is therefore charac-
terized by the set of local properties. Actual derivation of a
global property from these local properties is discussed in the
Section IV-D.
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2) Inherited Properties of Global Object Type: Let IPSOL
be the inherited property set of the global object OL. Consider
two objects OL and OK. If g'LK '0 = 1, then the object OL
inherits a set of properties from the object OK. Let IPSK.L
be the set of properties inherited by the object OL from the
object OK.

IPSK.L = {PM I PM E OPSo, and Py E OPSOL

such that not(PM z Py)}.

Let OPSFACULTY be the set {FAC-ID,
FAC-SPECIALIZATION }. Then, the set
IPSEMPLOYEEE,FACULTY is given by the set
{EMP-SAL, DEPT-NAME, EMP-RANK}.

An object can have more than one super class. Let SUP(OL)
be the set of objects having super class relations with OL.
Then the set SUP(OL) is given by

SUP(OL) = {OK I GKa = 1}

If the number of elements in SUP(OL) is more than one, then
OL has more than one super class, and inherits properties
from each one of these super classes. In the event of such
multiple inheritance, the inherited property set of the object
OL is derived by computing the union of properties inherited
from multiple super classes and then decomposing this union
into property equivalence classes. Let IPSOL be the set of such
property equivalence classes. The set IPSo, is given by

IPSo = UOKESUP(OL)IPSK,L

The set SUP(FACULTY) 2 has EMPLOYEE as its
element. As such, one can write
IPSFACULTY = { {EMP-SAL, {DEPT-NAME},
{EMP-RANK} }.

As such, the acquired property set of the object OL is given
by

IPSOL = {Px I PX [PN], [PN] E IPSOL}-

Let FAC-PAY, DEPT-NAME, FAC-RANK be the set
of properties derived from the property equivalence class
{EMP-SAL}, {DEPT-NAME}, and {EMP-RANK}. Then,
IPSFACULTY = {FAC-PAY, DEPT-NAME, FAC-RANK}.

Similarly inherited properties of all global objects can be
computed. The complete set of properties of the object OL
denoted by CPSOL is given by

CPSOL = OPSOL U IPSOL,.

The complete set of properties of object FACULTY is given
by

CPSFACULTY = {FAC-ID, FAC-SPECIALIZATION,

FAC-PAY, DEPT-NAME, FAC-RANK}.

This procedure derives global objects and properties of each
global object and components of each property of a global
object. Unless one fixes the semantic meaning for a global

21In some situations this set may have more than one element because of
multiple inheritance.

property, it cannot be mapped to its components. A procedure
to fix the semantic meaning of a global property is presented
in the following subsection.

D. Semantic Knowledge of Global Object

Since a global object is characterized by its properties, the
meta-properties and meta-values for a global property of a
global object are established first.

· Meta Properties of a Global Property: Let an
integrated property Px be derived from an element
[P,] of the set that characterizes CPSOL,. Note that
Px must be equivalent to each of its components, and
therefore Px has the same set of meta-properties as
its components. If DEPT-BUDGET is the integrated
property derived from the property equivalence class
{DEPT-BUDGET, DIV-BUDGET}, the components will
possess two meta-properties, 'periodicity-of-grant' and
'currency', and DEPT-BUDGET will also have the
same metaproperties.

* Meta Values of a Global Property: The identifier and
the meta-values for each metaproperty of the integrated
property Px are selected from those of any Pk E [Pr]
such that they are acceptable to the majority of global
users.

Suppose the meta-values for DEPT-BUDGET and DIV-
BUDGET are ('yearly', 'rupees') and ('five years', 'dollars')
for the meta-properties ('periodicity-of-budget', 'currency'),
respectively. The meta-values 'yearly' and 'dollars' are as-
signed to the meta-properties 'periodicity-of-budget' and 'cur-
rency' respectively for the global property DEPT-BUDGET,
if and only if they are accepted by the majority of global
schema users.

The semantic equation for the global property can be written
as follows:

SEPK = {{INSTi(PK)}i, {(Mi, VK), (M , VK), · ·

(MM IPKI VlPK) }, CKJ-}

The derivation of instances of global property, INSTi is
discussed in Section VI. The derivation of constraints set CK
is covered in [56] and [57].

The semantic knowledge about a global object is given by

SEOL = {SEPK I PK E CPSOL}.

The above equation can be rewritten as

SEOL = {{INSTi(OL)}i, {{(MK VK) (MK2 , VK), * ,

(MIMPKI VIIPKI) } C }}

where

INST/(OL) = {INSTi(PK) I PK E CPSOL}.

The first parameter in the equation SEOL represents the
aggregation of all instances of the object OL, and the sec-
ond parameter gives the aggregation of meta-data of all its
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properties. Using SEoL and the relationship

SKG = {SEOL I OL E SG}

the semantic knowledge of the global schema can be derived.

E. Semantic Mapping of Objects in Global Schema
to Componentsin Local Schema

For creating the global schema DG, SO far, we have derived
SG, OG and SKG. In this section, we derive the mapping
knowledge MKG, which will complete the derivation of the
global schema. This mapping knowledge is crucial in the
global schema derivation as object integration is achieved by
this mapping knowledge.

If two objects belonging to two different local object
schemata are declared to be equivalent and are to be integrated,
they should be first made compatible. This is achieved by
making their equivalent properties semantically compatible,
since object integration is manifested through the integration
of equivalent properties. As such, it is essential to first identify
in how many ways equivalent properties of the entities to be
integrated are incompatible. For a group of properties to be
integrated, a minimal set of meta-properteis is identified such
that the values of these meta-properties are not equal across all
properties in the group. Once this set of parameters causing
incompatibilities is identified, then these properties can be
made compatible with respect to this set of parameters.

In this section, a procedure to map a global property to a
property in its equivalence class is presented. This requires the
definition of semantic compatibility between two properties.

* Semantic Compatibility: For any property PK, con-
sider the property equivalence class [Pk]. Two properties
Pk,, Pkc" belonging to [Pk] are said to be compatible
with respect to the meta property M i if and only if
Mi(Pk,) = Mi(Pk,,), i.e., if and only if Vk, = V,,,
and the compatibility is denoted by

Pk' Pki,

For example, consider two properties, EMP-SAL and
FAC-PAY. Assume that EMP-SAL is the monthly salary
paid in rupees, and FAC-PAY is the monthly salary
paid in dollars. These two properties have meta-value
compatibility with respect to PERIODICITY-OF-PAY

MI
(say M1). Therefore, EMP-SAL FAC-PAY.

* Transformation Map: Among the properties of an equiv-
alence class [Pk], if a property Pk, is not meta-value
compatible with Pk,, with respect to the meta-property
M j, then it is possible to define a transformation map
tpMki,, which makes Pk' meta-value compatible with

Pk" with respect to the meta-property M'. Note that
,p,,p,, may be a look-up table.

tPk, Pk,, (Pk) Pk". 

In the above example, FAC-PAY is not compatible
with EMP-SAL with respect to the meta-property CUR-
RENCY. The meta-value compatibility can be obtained
with the transformation map tCURRENCYAC pA As

EMP-SAL, FAC-PY'
such

tCURRECY (EMPSAL) CURRENCYY FACPAY
EMP-SAL, FAC-PY(EMP-SAL) FAC-PAY

Here tEP.RSALFCpA(EMP - SAL) is times EMP-
SAL, assuming $1 =Rupees 30.

* Composite Transformation Map: Two properties Pk,
and Pk,' in [Pk] are defined to be semantically compatible
with each other if and only if they have meta-value
compatibility with respect to all their meta-properties.
This is symbolically denoted by Pk, ' Pk,,. Further,
if Pk, and Pk, are not semantically compatible, then a
composite transformation map Tpk,,p,, can potentially
be defined which makes Pk' sematically compatible with
Pk .

Suppose t,,,,,tk,, k * tM.PkI,,p,, are the transfor-
mation maps which makes Pk, meta-value compatible with
Pk" with respect to the meta properties M1, M 2 , .. , M IM P

k 

respectively. The composite transformation map can be defined
as follows:

Tpk, Pk,, (Pk) = (tlk, Pk", t ", Pk" ... o tpMp ) (Pk.)

= tPk 1 (t· Pk", (· · (Pk (p ))))

Note that if Pk, and Pk" are already compatible with re-
spect to a particular meta-property, then the corresponding
transformation map can be ignored in the construction of the
composite transformation map. By using these transformation
maps, homogeneity among the component properties can be
achieved.

For the two properties DEPT-BUDGET and DIV-
BUDGET, assume that the meta-properties for these properties
are PERIODICITY-OF-BUDGET and CURRENCY. These
two properties can be made semantically compatible as shown
at the bottom of the page.

We consider another example that involves a lookup
table. Consider two properties, DEPT-NAME and DIV-
NAME, whose respective sets of distinct values of the
instances are {COMPUTER-SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS}

DEPT-BUDGET - TDIV-BUDGET,DEPT-BUDGET(DIV-BUDGET)

tPERIODICITY-OF-BUDGET CURRENCY DGET(DIVBUDGET)
DIV-BUDGET,DEPT-BUDGET 0 tDIV-BUDGET,DEPTBUDGET

= _ (30) (DIV-BUDGET).

I

I
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TABLE I
TRANSFORMATION MAP FOR DIV-NAME

Abbreviated name Full name

CS COMPUTER-SCIENCE

MATH MATHEMATICS

and {CS, MATH}. The corresponding transformation map is
shown in Table I.

The semantic compatible class for Px denoted by
SCC(Px) can be defined as follows:

SCC(Px) = {(Tpk,px,Pk)IPk E [P]}.-

The SCC provides the mapping knowledge for a global prop-
erty. The mapping knowledge for the object OL and the entire
global schema can be computed using

MKoL = {SCC(Px)IPx E PSOL}

MKG = {MKoL I OL E SG}.

The procedure described so far applies to objects that fall
either under Category I and Category II, which are defined in
Section III-B. The integration methodology for other objects
is described in the next section.

V. VIEWS ON GLOBAL SCHEMA

Two or more objects in the global schema whose real
world states are overlapping but not contained or disjoint can
also be integrated through generalization. The generalization
process produces a new object called a generalized object.
Let OCL be the generalized object derived from the objects
OL1, OL 2, .''' , O L. The real world state of OL is the union
of the real world states of its components. Since a new object
type is added to SG, the relationship matrix bG needs to be
modified accordingly. The properties of OL are characterized
as follows:

CPSo, L No . CPSoL
Li EOL

where operator n is defined as follows:

CPSoL n CPSK ={[Px] I [Px E {CPSOLUCPSoK},

PM E [Px],PN E [Px],

PM E CPSOL, PN E CPSOK }.

The global objects EMPLOYEE and TEMPORARY-
STAFF can be generalized to produce a new object
ST.A:F. Let the set of properties associated with the object
TEMPORARY-STAFF be TS-ID, WORKING-HOURS,

WAGES. Then

CPSSTA,.r {{EMP-ID, TS-ID}. {EMP-SAL.

{WORKING-HOURS, WAGES} } }

CPSoL = {P, I Px x [Px], [Px] E CPSo }.

Let STAFF - IZ) and STA.FF - SA be the
properties of STAFF derived from the property
equivalence classes {EMP-ID, TS-ID}, { EMP-SAL,
{WORKING-HOURS, WAGES} } respectively. Then,
CPSSTA-F = {STA.FF-D,, STAFF-SAAC}. The
semantic knowledge and mapping knowledge of these view
objects can be generated as explained in the previous section.

The generation of the global view schema is important
because objects in the global schema are generated based
on the equivalence classes created by analyzing local object
schemata, which does not provide generalization. Such objects
may not satisfy the integration needs of global schema users.

For example, the finance department may need to pay
both temporary-staff and permanent employees. The view
object STAFF generated by integrating both TEMPORARY-
STAFF and EMPLOYEEs is useful to the finance department.
Without generalization, the finance department would need
to deal separately with TEMPORARY-STAFF and EM-
PLOYEE.

The techniques described in Sections IV and V provide
a systematic procedure for constructing global schema and
for defining views on the global schema. In the following
section, the issue of computing instances of objects in the
global schema is addressed.

VI. CREATION OF GLOBAL DATABASE

The creation of a global database involves the construction
of instances of objects in the global schema.

Let K and Kk represent the key properties of two objects
01 and Ok, respectively. Consider jth instance of 01 and ith
instance of Ok. Let KI(INSTj(O)) and Kk(INSTi(Ok)) be
the values of the key properties INSTj(O1) and INSTi(Ok),
respectively. Let TK,,K, be the composite transformation map
which maps the key values of these instances.

If TK,,Kk(KL(INSTj(O0)) = (Kk(INSTi(Ok))), then
INSTj(O0) is related to INSTi(Ok), which is symbolically
shown as INSTj(O0 ) - INSTi(Ok). For example, if

INST 1 (DEPT) = {COMPUTER SCIENCE,

P. SHAPIRO, 600000},

INST2(DEPT) = {MATHEMATICS,

H. LACEY, 300000},

INST1(DIVISION) = {MATH, H. LACEY, 50000},

INST2 (DIVISION) = {CS, P. SHAPIRO, 100200},

then INST1 (DEPT) INST 2(DIVISION). The computation
of instances of a global object is based on the concept of
object instance equivalence class.

930
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* Object Instance Equivalence Class: To compute the

instances OL, consider an object O1 E OL. Consider the
i-th instance of I0. The object instance equivalence class
of an object instance INSTi(O) denoted by [INSTi(0 1 )]
is given by

[INSTi(01)1

= {INSTj(Ok) I Ok E OL INSTi(O) INSTj(Ok)}.

In our example, one gets

[INST 1 (DEPT)] = {INST 1 (DEPT), INST 2 (DIVISION)}.

Consider an object equivalence class [INSTi(Ol)]. Let
the instance of the global object derived from the equiv-
alence class be INSTj(OL). This global instance can be
alternatively written as -

INSTj(OL) = {INSTj(PK)}pKECPSoL.

Suppose the jth instance of the property is to be com-
puted. In the local object schema, Px(INSTj(Ol)) gives
the value of the property PI of the jth instance of the
object Or. The set of candidate values of the jth instance
of the property PK is denoted by [INSTj(PK], which
represents the property instance equivalence class for the
jth instance of PK:

[INSTj(PK)] = {Tp,pK(Px(INSTm(O,))) I P E PSO,,

P E PK, INST.(On)- INSTi(O),

On E OL, 01 OL}

In the example, consider the property DEPT-BUDGET.

[INST 1 (DEPT-BUDGET)]

= {DEPT-BUDGET(INST 1 (DEPT)),

(6)* DIV-BUDGET(INST 2 (DIVISION)) }

= {60000.601200}.

A selection operator is used to select a correct value for
the global property from the above computed candidate
values. The selection operator is discussed below.
Selection Operator: In the ideal situation, all the can-
didate values of a property of a global object should
be the same. However, in reality, the candidate values
are unequal due to data inconsistencies. As such, each
property is assigned a selection operator which selects
the appropriate value(s) for the global property instance
from the candidate values. A default selection operator
can be assigned to each integrated property at the time
of design by the global database designer. A user can
select a selection operator that suits the application and
overwrites the default operator. Let SOp, be the selec-
tion operator for the property Px. Then, INSTj(Px) =
SOpx ([INSTj (Px)]).

Let the selection operator for the property DEPT-BUDGET
be MAXIMUM. Then, INST 1 (DEPT-BUDGET) is given by
601200.

The selection operator resolves data inconsistencies that
arise during data integration. One can write the instance of

the object OL as

INSTi(OL) = {INSTi(Px))PxeCPSL.

In the example. INST 1 (DEPT) = {COMPUTER SCIENCE,
P. SHAPIRO, 601200}

This mechanism enables construction of one instance of a
global object. Number of instances that can be constructed for
OL is given by its object instance equivalence closure, which
is denoted by [INST(OL)I:

[INST(OL)] = {[INSTj(Ok)] I Ok E OL}j.

Each instance equivalence class in the above closure corre-
sponds to one instance of the object OL.

If [INST 1 (DEPT)] is given by {[INST,
(DEPT)]. [INST2 (DEPT)]}, using the two object instance
equivalence classes, one can create the instances of DEPT:

INST 1(DEPT) = {COMPUTER SCIENCE,

P. SHAPIRO, 601200}

INST2 (DEPT) = {MATHEMTICS, H. LACEY, 300000}.

Using the procedure suggested in this section, instances of
any global object can be constructed. Instances of all objects
in the global schema collectively form the virtual integrated
database. Instances of the view objects can be constructed from
this virtual databases.

The methodology presented above provides a step by step
procedure for constructing a global schema and for creating a
virtual database from existing component database.

VII. CONCLUSION

The creation of an integrated interface over a given set of
existing heterogeneous databases is a challenge faced by many
database administrators today. Ideally, the interface should
provide a unified view of the data present in the component
local databases without requiring the application users to deal
with the idiosyncrasies of these local database.

This paper has identified various types of problems that
arise during the schema integration process. A methodology
has been proposed for the creation of an integrated schema
from a given set of local database schema (Sections II-V).
This methodology involves acquisition of semantic knowledge
pertinent to the objects of a local objects schema. During this
knowledge acquisition process, for each property of a local
object, parameters that contribute to the semantic meaning of
the property are identified (such as meta-properties) and their
values (meta-values) are captured. Further, concepts such as
object equivalence class and property equivalence class are
utilized to facilitate the creation of the integrated schema.

A broad range of semantic conflicts, including scaling
conflicts, type conflicts, and level of abstraction conflicts
have been addressed in this paper. A number of steps of
the schema integration process cannot be automated because
of the various semantic incompatibilities present among the
component database schemata. The steps in the integration
process that can be performed automatically and the steps
that require designer's intervention have been distinguished
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from each other. A mechanism to check the consistency of
the derived global schema has been presented. The proposed
methodology derives the global schema and the mapping
schema. Using this mapping schema, the global database can
be created as described (Section VI) in this paper.
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